Supplementary Text
Optical microscopy To compare the results obtained from small-angle x-ray scattering with information in real-space, we performed a control experiment under observation by optical microscopy. A droplet of hot [SDS@2β−CD] solution was placed on a cold coverslip in a thermostated room kept at 15 °C. The temperature quench is rapid enough in those circumstances that the kinetics are not dominated by the cooling down of the sample. However, since the final temperature is lower than room temperature, the timing of the experiment can not be directly compared. In fig. S1 we show a selection of frames from the recording of a single experiment, with the white arrow indicating the same position within the sample to account for the drift due to convection and any unsettled flow. The solution starts out clear (a), although within seconds large, sheet-like structures appear (b) . From the structures appearing first, structures grow outwards (c) although they do not start out as recognisable as tubes. The material develops quickly into tubular structures (d) and within seconds the entire volume is filled with tubes (e).
fig. S1
. Optical microscopy during self-assembly. (A-E) Optical microscopy images obtained during the self-assembly of [SDS@2β−CD] microtubes at different moments after 0 . A hot solution of 10 wt% [SDS@2β−CD] was placed on a glass coverslip mounted on a Nikon Ti-E motorized inverted microscope in bright-field mode. The image was obtained through a 100 × 1.49 Apo TIRF oil objective. Scale-bar corresponds to 5 μm microtubes follows a process that is thermoreversible. We placed pre-assembled microtube samples of in glass 1 mm diameter round capillaries in a Linkam heating stage at the ID02 beamline at the ESRF. Starting from room temperature, we heated the samples sequentially to different temperatures and allowed the sample to equilibrate at those temperatures for at least 3 min. After equilibration, we recorded SAXS profiles at ultra-small angles. For a 10 wt% sample we plot the resulting, azimuthally integrated SAXS profiles in fig.   S2 (a). As the sample comes closer to the melting temperature of 39 C, the number of visible oscillations increases. Simultaneously, the peaks shift visibly to smaller angles. In fig. S2 (b) we plot the corresponding average cylinder radii ⟨ ⟩ as a function of temperature. While the absolute value of the radii is larger than in the kinetics experiments -likely caused by a reorganisation of the microtubes on longer time scales -the change is the reverse of the self-assembly process. The closer the temperature approaches the melting temperature, the larger the average radius, reflecting the melting of microtubes from the inside out. Simultaneously, the stress pushing the microtubes against each other is relieved, reversing the hexagonal deformation of the outer tubes, visible in the re-appearance of many higher order peaks. ) with the elastic modulus, and omitting the Gaussian curvature contribution which is zero for flat sheets and cylinders. By cylinder closure, the line tension is removed over the entire length of the tube ℓ. We divide the total free energy gain by the surface of the sheet, 2 ℓ to obtain the free energy gain per unit interface ) which is independent of the tube length ℓ and scales with the reciprocal of the radius . Summing the two contributions, we obtain the total free energy change of cylinder closure
The free energy goes through a minimum when = 2 −1 , which can be seen by setting the partial derivative of the free energy to 0. In fig. S3 (a) we plot the free energy per unit interface of cylinder closure, along with its two contributions, in non-dimensionalised form. If we estimate the elastic modulus of the bilayers to be on the order of a few 100 B and the line tension to be on the order of the bond energy of hydrogen bonds, on the order ∼ 1 B nm −1 , the predicted optimal free energy is reached for cylinders with a radius in the order of 500 nm to 800 nm.
The free energy gain of edge bond formation does not preclude a spherical geometry. The cylindrical geometry of the intermediate structure is then most likely an effect of the GaussBonnet theorem which states that the total Gaussian curvature -the product of the two principal radii -of an object is a topological invariant. The consequence of this theorem is that a flat solid sheet, e.g. a sheet of paper, can bend into a cylindrical conformation relatively easily, both structures having zero Gaussian curvature, but not into a spherical conformation which has nonzero Gaussian curvature. Moreover, there is evidence for the existence of an anisotropic elastic modulus, which can be seen from the observed correlation between the direction of the in- The structure of the cylinders is chiral. The chiral pitch can be determined from the twodimensional scattering pattern by considering the angle between the cylinder equator and the orientation of the lattice. The geometry of this problem is shown in fig. S4 . Yang et al. [19] determined the offset between the cylinder equator and the lattice vector closest to it to be 3°.
This means that the chiral pitch p of the cylinders, relative to the circumference ℓ is equal to
We see that the cylinder equator does not line up exactly with a lattice vector -likely the direction in which the membrane is easiest to bend, the "easy axis". This way, the cylinder can resolve a small number of additional missing bonds on the membrane edge, albeit at the cost of slightly increasing the bending modulus in the bending direction. As such, the angle that the cylinder equator makes with the closest lattice vector is a measure for the anisotropy in bending modulus that is experienced by the membrane. 
Gibbs free energy of a disk-shaped critical nucleus The rate of nucleation is given by an
Arrhenius-type equation
with * the Gibbs free energy of the critical nucleus and a kinetic pre-factor that can be interpreted as an attempt frequency. The free energy of a critical nucleus depends on its geometry. If we assume that the critical nucleus is a disk-shaped bilayer, then the Gibbs free energy of such a nucleus has the form although the magnitude of the line tension may change depending on the exact shape of the critical nucleus. Here we took the area occupied by a complex to be 0 = 1.6 nm 2 .
If the initial cylinder size is indeed determined by the competition between line tension and bending free energy, we see from the minimum in eq. (S3) that the elastic modulus of the membranes should indeed be on the order 100 B to obtain a monodisperse population of hollow cylinders with a radius of ∼ 700 nm.
Derivation of the bending free energy of a microtube
We put forward a model to explain the observed concentration scaling. We use Helfrich's well-known expression for the bending free energy of a membrane [35] , which for a cylinder reads
with bend the free energy of bending per unit interface, the mean elastic modulus of the membrane, the cylinder radius and 0 the preferential curvature. Since in a cylinder one of the two principal radii of curvature is zero, there is no Gaussian term. The [SDS@2β−CD] bilayers are symmetrical, making it unlikely that the preferential curvature of the membrane is nonzero. The bending free energy of a whole microtube can then be found by averaging over all concentric cylinders. In the mechanism described above, the inner cylinders are confined to the size of the initially-formed outer cylinders. We define a hexagonal unit cell of an unspecified length ℓ and sides of length 2 0 /√3, with 0 the radius of the outermost cylinder. We assume the inter-bilayer spacing is equal between all concentric cylinders in the unit cell, and that only a negligible fraction of [SDS@2β−CD] complexes remains in solution. Therefore, the number of cylinders max that can be formed in the unit cell is given by the mass balance equation where max is the number of windings, replacing the number of cylinders. Then, max can be obtained using the quadratic formula from eq. (S13)
We average Helfrich's expression for the bending free energy of a cylindrical membrane, eq.
(S11), by integrating over the surface of the spiralling sheet.
Here, the change of sign in the expression is compensated by the logarithm, which also has a negative value. Finally, we Taylor expand the logarithm up to the second order and obtain
From the linearised equation it can be seen that in the limit of very small inter-bilayer separations ( → 0), the radius of curvature of all cylinders is equal, and Helfrich's equation is recovered.
Increasing the inter-bilayer separation forces a smaller radius of curvature upon the inner cylinders, and the bending free energy increases.
Weak field limit for electrical double layer repulsion For inter-bilayer separations comparable
to the Debye length, the weak overlap Debye-Hückel approximation is not very accurate. Philipse et al. [36, 37] calculated the disjoining pressure due to electrical double layer repulsion, for a system of parallel plates with extensive double layer overlap. In those conditions, while the electrical potential is high, the potential gradient between the plates is weak. Therefore, the disjoining pressure is dominated by the osmotic pressure of counterions in a constant (Donnan) potential, the number of which can be calculated by requiring the system to be electronically where is the surface charge number density of the membrane, and s the salt number density.
While the original expression was calculated in [36] for the case of constant charge density, in [37] the theory was extended for charge regulated interfaces, leading to the same expression but with the charge number density of charge regulated plates in isolation max replacing .
We can find an estimate for the charge number density from the fit of eq. (5) to the data presented in fig. 6(d) . From the fit we find that the slope is given by If we take the salt reservoir to be10 −3 M, 0 = 1.6 nm 2 , 0 = 700 nm and = 100 B , we find, after some rearranging, the fraction of dissociated head groups to be × 0 = 0.15 %.
Form factor fitting SAXS profiles obtained at large sample-to-detector distance were fit to eq. (1), which is a simplified version of the theoretical form factor of hollow cylinders that is valid in the limit of long tubes. In order to aid the fitting process, a background function scaling with Both the average microtube radius and the wall thickness were used as fitting parameters. Fits were performed sequentially over each kinetic run. As a starting value, the mean microtube radius of the previous five measurements within a kinetic run was given. The starting value of the wall thickness was given as twice the shift of the mean microtube radius (from the previous five measurements) with respect to the original outer radius.
In fig. 3 (b) we show fits of the full expression by Livsey [23] to the data. Probably due to the large polydispersity and presence of flat bilayers the slope of the experimental curves could not be matched. The simplified model is not able to capture the peak shape and amplitude, yet it captures the periodicity, as we show in fig. S6(a) . Fits using the full model show very comparable mean radius, as is shown in fig. S6(b) .
The inter-bilayer separation was determined by measuring the peak-to-peak spacing after compensating for the overall −2 scattering decay. This method was chosen over a full model fit fig. S6(d) . We consider the match sufficiently convincing to justify the use of the peak-to-peak spacing here.
Since the Caillé structure factor model does not take into account the bilayer curvature and variance in number of bilayers in the stack, we do not consider the fitted Caillé parameter (found to be on the order ∼ 0.1) reliable enough to provide an independent measure for the membrane elastic modulus. Yang et al. [19] measured the Caillé parameter for a more concentrated SDS/β−CD system that adopted a lamellar phase, where the aforementioned limitations do not play a role. They found the Caillé parameter to be on the order ∼ 0.01, up to two orders of magnitude smaller than typically found in lipid bilayers. The parameter only gives access to the product of the elastic modulus of the membranes and the bulk compression modulus of the lamellar phase, however, the result of Yang et al. [19] indicates that the membranes should be at least an order of magnitude stiffer than typical lipid membranes.
We have also fitted the multilamellar model presented in Ouhajji et al. [20] to selected scattering profiles, as can be seen in fig. S6 (e). The multilamellar model captures the low-slope best of all the models presented here, and can simultaneously explain the high-peaks. The fitted values for ⟨ ⟩ and ⟨ ⟩ match very well with the simpler models. The excess intensity at high-comes from other structural moieties that are not included in the cylinder model.
At low-the minima of the scattering profiles are typically shallower than the models predict.
Apart from the cylinder length effect described earlier, the deviation at the lowest -values is an artifact caused by the convolution of the 2D data with the detector point spread function. To illustrate this effect we show two patterns of equilibrated samples measured by two different detectors. The FreLoN detector used in Ouhajji et al.
[20] has a better resolution, at the cost of a narrower -range, and it shows deeper minima than the Rayonix detector used in this work. 
